{£"(/)}; that is, gECi and £"(g)=0; w = 0, 1, 2, • • • implies g = 0.
We shall use the following notation. Let K denote the class of all entire functions of exponential type. If 0, is a simply-connected domain in the complex plane, let K [A] denote the class of all /in X such that the Borel transform of /, which we shall denote by F, is regular on A', the complement of fl. (If /(z) = ^2a"zn/n\, then Ftf) = ^flnf-"-1.)
We shall deal with sequences { £"} of linear functionals defined on a class K[Q] by
for some function W regular on ß, where T is a simple contour contained in Í2 and enclosing all singularities of F. This class of functionals has been studied by Gelfond [5] , Buck [3] , and the author [4] . Examples of functionals having a representation (1) are £"(/) =/(«), £"(/)=A"/(0), and £"(/) =/(n>(«) for which the functions W(f) are e{, e( -l, and fef, respectively.
Previous uniqueness theorems which apply to the class of sequences of functionals having a representation (1) have been obtained by finding a class K[Q] of functions/ representable by an interpolation series having the £"(/) as coefficients. If for all/ in i£[ß] this series converges to/ in some region or is summable by some totally regular method of summation, then ii[fi] is a uniqueness class for {£"}. The best such sufficient condition was obtained by Buck [3] using Mittag-Leffler summability.
It states that if Q contains the origin, W(0) =0, W is univalent on fi and maps Q onto a set which is starshaped with respect to the origin, then K [Í2] is a uniqueness class for {£"}. Gelfond [5] showed that the condition that W is univalent on fl is necessary for K [ñ] to be a uniqueness class for {£"}. We show 
